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Dulevo’s filtering system is designed Dulevo’s filtering system is designed 

to prevent dust (down to 3 Micron) to prevent dust (down to 3 Micron) 

from escaping into the atmosphere. from escaping into the atmosphere. 

To meet environmental requirements, To meet environmental requirements, 

this machine is available battery this machine is available battery 

powered and LPG too.powered and LPG too.

The Dulevo 75 is a compact machine, The Dulevo 75 is a compact machine, 

designed for small spaces, but which designed for small spaces, but which 

also allows you to tackle very large also allows you to tackle very large 

surfaces.surfaces.
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Sweeps any type of debris, from the finest dust to the larger, 

heavier debris you find around the workplace. The waste 

hopper, placed immediately in front of the main broom, ensures 

perfect sweeping results even when the broom is nearing the 

end of its useful life. Designed to filter even the finest dust 

(down to 3 Micron), ensures that this is the ideal machine for 

those industrial environments with a high concentration of fine 

particles The Dulevo 75 can be equipped with the GORE® 

filtering system, which can filter up to PM10. 

To simplify maintenance, the machine has been designed with easy access to the power unit and all major 

components. The waste container, which can be removed laterally, is characterized by its large capacity 

and easy handling ensured by 4 sliding wheels and a comfortable towing handle.

Technical data 75 EH 75 SH

Sweeping witdh

- With main brush mm 700

- With main brush  and Rh side brush mm 950

- With main brush  and side brushes mm 1200

Hopper capacity L 80 

Cleaning performance m2/h 7200

Maximum speed km/h 6

Fuel Battery 24V Petrol/LPG

Length x width x height mm 1453 x 906 x 1285
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